5 Creative ways to reuse newspaper at home:
1) Newspaper Bag: You can use this bag for gifting purpose or use it in any
another way. It’s quick and easy
way to do and can use other
decorative things to give a different
and new look to news-paper bag. To
make a bag from newspaper take a
news-paper in rectangle shape and
fold it such that folding paper is in
square shape. Stick both folded
ends. Then make a corner-triangle shape at bottom end. Stick them
using glue and your bag is ready. Insert a thin string at the top of the
bag and use it!!
2) Decorative Flower hair-pin using newspaper: It is simply an amazing idea
for truly creative people. Girl’s simple
hair pin now looks more beautiful and
attractive with the use of news paper. To
make this beautiful pin first, cut small
piece of paper from newspaper. Stick it
on one end of hair pin. Cut one big piece
from newspaper and give it a shape of
different flowers by folding it. Stick it
on that piece of paper at the end of the pin with the use of glue and your
pin is ready!!
3) Lamp renovation using News-paper: Cut newspaper in same sized strips
and then stick them on lamp using
glue. Now lamp has its own beauty
with newspaper. Now the light come
from the lamp will look more
beautiful than simple lamp.

4) Newspaper bowl: You can use this Best out of waste dish in day to day
use. Just make strips from newspaper
and roll them round and round until it
looks like a perfect bowl. You can also
cut newspaper in same sized square
pieces and stick them on regular bowl
and colour it with favourite colour. It
becomes more beautiful after it.

5) Wall decoration using old newspaper: Do you want attractive and
beautiful walls in your house?
Here is a perfect idea for creative
people who truly believe in Best
out of Waste facts. Newspaper is
our daily waste and we can use to
make our house more attractive.
Just cut news paper in square
pieces and roll them one by one.
Stick them to the walls with the use of glue in beautiful shapes and paint
them with favourite colors.

